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Pragmatic Unit Testing in Java 8 with JUnitPragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	
		The Pragmatic Programmers classic is back! Freshly updated for modern software development, Pragmatic Unit Testing in Java 8 With JUnit teaches you how to write and run easily maintained unit tests in JUnit with confidence. You'll learn mnemonics to help you know what tests to write, how to remember all the boundary...
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High-Speed Cisco Networks: Planning, Design, and ImplementationAuerbach Publications, 2001
Cisco's routers, hubs, and switches are the core of both the Internet and today's high-speed networks. To make sure you design the right high-speed network for your needs, you need High-Speed Cisco Networks. This book shows you how to:  o	Sell advanced LAN/WAN technology and its benefits to upper management  o	Make your department more productive...
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Motivate Like a CEO:  Communicate Your Strategic Vision and Inspire People to Act! (Business Books)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	“An exciting read, you won’t want to put Motivate Like a CEO down until you’ve mastered all of its secrets!”

	Marshall Goldsmith, New York Times bestselling author of What Got You Here Won’t Get You There


	"Motivated leaders are rare, yet everyone seeks to become...
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The Dream Team Nightmare: Boost Team Productivity Using Agile TechniquesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	This first-ever interactive Agile Adventure is the gripping tale of an experienced team struggling with agile adoption. In this unique mashup of a business novel written in the gamebook format, you'll overcome common yet daunting challenges that come from using agile methods. As Jim, the agile coach, you'll learn to apply a range of...
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Lean Auditing: Driving Added Value and Efficiency in Internal AuditJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	"How can you argue with the core principles of Lean, that you focuson what provides value to your customer and eliminate work that isnot necessary (muda)? Internal auditors need to understandnot  only who their primary customers are, but what isvaluable to them - which in most cases is assurance that the risksthat matter to the...
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Project Management Nation : Goals for the New and Practicing IT Project Manager - Guidance, Tools, Templates and Techniques that Work!John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Organizations depend on IT project managers to support overall business strategies with clear-cut benefits and advantages. As the bridge between the larger business strategy and the functional project level, project managers are expected to ensure key benefits such as reduced delivery costs, accelerated product-to-market speed, focus on client...
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Managerial Dilemmas: Exploiting paradox for strategic leadershipJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	In the midst of the most severe recession for 80 years there is little need to argue that organizations are beset by dilemmas and paradoxes. Confidence in prevailing business models and in the underlying assumptions underpinning business decisions over many decades has now been shaken. But it is not enough to rail against arrogance and greed....
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ALGO TRADING CHEAT CODES: Techniques For Traders To Quickly And Efficiently Develop Better Algorithmic Trading SystemsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Algo trading and strategy development is hard, no question. But, does it really have to be so hard?The answer is "NO!" - if you follow the right approach, and get the right advice. Enter Champion Algo Trader Kevin Davey, and his book "Algo Trading Cheat Codes." In this groundbreaking book, Kevin reveals results of his...
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Using Your First PC (Cliffs Notes)Cliffs Notes, 1999
The shrinking price of a home computer made you run out and buy one. But how do you use it? This guide takes the fear and frustration out of getting your PC up and running, without a lot of technical mumbo-jumbo. Computers are supposed to make life less complicated, and Cliff's shows you how in clear, easy-to-follow language and exercises....
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OpenCL Programming GuideAddison Wesley, 2011

	Industry pundits love drama. New products don’t build on the status quo
	to make things better. They “revolutionize” or, better yet, define a “new
	paradigm.” And, of course, given the way technology evolves, the results
	rarely are as dramatic as the pundits make it seem.


	Over the past decade,...
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Persuasion Skills Black Book: Practical NLP Language Patterns for Getting The Response You WantBookshaker, 2009

	Imagine using the right words to become irresistibly persuasive. 

	Would that be something useful for you?

	

	The Persuasion Skills Black Book is a manual for quickly learning some very powerful hypnotic language patterns that you can use in practical, real world situations. These patterns are not...
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Design It!: From Programmer to Software Architect (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2017

	Don't engineer by coincidence-design it like you mean it! Filled with practical techniques, Design It! is the perfect introduction to software architecture for programmers who are ready to grow their design skills. Lead your team as a software architect, ask the right stakeholders the right questions, explore design options, and...
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